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Introduction 

The greatness of Ikirun has often been viewed by historians mainly from 

its position as a fortress of Ibadan army against the incursion of Fulani warriors 

into Yorubaland, during the Sokoto Jihād of the 19th Century. This paper attempts 

to show that though Ikirun served as a fortress in the olden days, it is presently a 

great centre of Arabic literary scholarship in Yorubaland. This study is meant to be 

a useful material to researchers in African studies, Yoruba history and literary 

scholarship. It provides information about the participation of Ikirun ‘Ulamā’ in 

Arabic literary activities focusing their contributions to didactic literature in 

Yorubaland. The paper aims at establishing  the fact that rather than  being a mere 

military fortress, Ikirun serves as  rendezvous of literary ‘Ulamā’ who engage in 

serious litrerary activities Yorubaland.   

      

 Didactic writings comprise of purely religious themes such as Wa‘z 

(exhortation) and Hikmah (gnomic) as well as   Tārīkh (historical exposition) and 

Ta‘līm (pedagogy) composed to teach an aspect or more of the religion of Islam or 

Arabic language. Ikirun ‘Ulamā’ make significant contribution to didacticism 

through their works on religious teachings, historical exposition,  morality and 

language studies .A list of  samples of didactic poems discovered in the town will 

be provided while two of their didactic prose writings will be reviewed. 
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Ikirun : The Locale of this Study   

     

Ikirun is situated in the north-eastern part of Osun State of Nigeria.It is the 

headquarers of Ifelodun Local Government Area of Osun State. ’Al-Sunūsī, (192) 

observes that the town was founded in the fifteenth century. Ikirun had two phases 

of settlements, one preceeding the other. The first was at Igbo-Irele, founded by 

Irele – a powerful hunter and herbalist from Ilare in Obokun Local Government 

Area of Osun State. Irele served as a provider of security for the people of Ilare, 

where there was another herbalist known as Ajawesola. As Irele became more 

popular among Ilare people, Ajawesola became envious and Irele  was targeted for 

elimination. Irele was thereby compelled to leave Ilare and go into the bush where 

he built a hut for safety. The location of this new abode of Irele was  known as 

Igbo-Irele.   

    

The descent of Akinorun, unto whom the founding of Ikirun is  ascribed has been 

traced to Oranmiyan. He was said to have left Ile-Ife as a prince, carrying a beaded 

crown. He settled temporarily with his brother- the Olugbon of Ile-Igbon in the 

present Egbeda Local Government Area of Oyo State. Since two brothers could not 

wear traditional crowns in the same town, he was compelled to advance his journey 

through Iranyin near Oko and Ido-Osun until he finally got to Igbo-Irele where he 

met Irele  who had already been joined there by some other people. Recognizing 

the royal traits in Akinorun and the fact that his hunting expeditions could not 

allow him to stay and manage the affairs of the expanding inhabitants of Igbo-Irele, 

Irele conceded the headship to Akinorun, thereby becoming the first ruler at Igbo-

Irele.  Akinorun gave birth to only one son named Akinbiyi, who reigned after his 

father at Igbo-Irele. Akinbiyi had three sons; namely: Olasinde Obaara, Akinropo 

and Gboleru.  The settlement at Igbo-Irele was however short-lived owing to 

scarcity of water, famine and incessant raids and humiliations by the Ijesa Arara. 

The people then migrated to Reke, a village near Ilorin, under the old Oyo Empire  

( Coronation Committee  8-10)  

  

After a short period at Reke, the immigrants decided to find a more suitable 

settlement around their former abode and in the process, they met Basetan, a brave 

hunter from Ila-Orangun at Idi-Iroko.  Basetan welcomed them to this new location 

and this marked the beginning of the second phase. This new location developed 

into what is now known as Ikirun. The place was named Ikirun, a derivative of 

Akinorun, the first ruler of Igbo-Irele whose migrating inhabitants dominated the 

new settlement.As one of the ancient Yoruba cities, Ikirun had a bitter taste of the 

internecine wars, which pervaded Yorubaland in the nineteenth century. The 

popular Jalumi war of 1878 took place at this town. The war climaxed the attacks 

the town had suffered in the past. We shall not go into details about these attacks, 

for lack of relevance to this study and for the fact that they have been studied 

extensively elsewhere (Adefila 22-29; Danmole   69-87;Johnson  412-449). 
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Advent of Islam and the growth of Arabic scholarship in this historical town have 

been treated extensively in some of our previous works (Folorunsho 13-26; 

Folorunsho 78-88). We shall try to avoid repeating the stories here to avoid 

unnecessary overlapping and digression from the main thrust of our discussion 

here. 

  

Arabic  Didactic Poetry in  Ikirun 

 

Didacticism has been defined by Cuddon (191) as instructiveness in a 

literary work one of the purposes of which appears to be to give guidance, 

particularly in moral, ethical or religious matters. Didactic poetry and versification 

have been described by Abdul-Rahmon (228) as the verses composed to instruct. 

According to him, the term ‘didactic’ is  used commonly for poetry, which teaches 

morals. According to Preminger (190), didactic poetry can also refer to poetry, 

which conveys information like astronomy, mathematics or rhetoric or systematic 

philosophy. Available records reveal that the composition of didactic poetry started 

right from the pre-Islamic days in Arabia, as noted by ’al-Fakhūrī (359), a literary 

historian who observes that the Arabs were not ignorant  of didactic poetry right 

from the pre-Islamic era and they paid most attention to it. 

   

The focus of didactic poetry in Arabic literature is the provision of instruction on 

religious teachings and language studies. Didactic poetry can be categorised into 

two. The first category consists of compositions that are in verses while the second 

category is known as ’al-Nazm `al-Manthūr -versification of prose writings. The 

motive of the ‘Ulamā’ in these arts, as noted by Abdul-Rahmon (229) is to teach 

morals in form of Wa‘z (exhortation) and Hikmah (gnomic) or to teach certain 

principles of Islam or Arabic language in a mode more appealing to sentiment. 

Writing on the magnitude of Arabic didactic poetry in Nigeria, Kobi – Bauchi(132) 

notes:   

   If we put all the poetic compositions of the 

Nigerian ‘Ulamā’  together we will realize that 

the didactic poetry consumes the lion share, as 

the ‘Ulamā’ compose on all academic 

disciplines… .    

The above quotation reveals the preponderance of didactic compositions in the of 

Arabic poetry of Nigerian ‘Ulamā’. In justification of the magnitude of this genre, 

Hunwick  (217) submits that:   

The Islamic teaching tradition is a strong one in 

Nigeria and the need for texts for students was 

always great. Importing manuscripts copies from 

North Africa or Egypt was expensive … 

Evidently responding to local needs, teachers 

then made summaries of certain of these 

imported texts; … they also versified some of 
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them using the didactic metre (`al-Rajaz).. to 

facilitate rote learning. These versifications were  

sometimes amplified in commentaries by later 

generations. 

 

Production of didactic poems began in the seventeenth century in Hausaland. Of 

the surviving works of that century, according to Ahmed (59) is Majzarat ’al-

fityān, a didactic rajaz poem of forty-eight lines composed by the celebrated 

Muhammad ’al-Kashnāwī best known by his sobriquet Ibn `al-Sabbāgh,. The 

century also witnessed the production of `Atiyyat `al-mu‘tī, a long poem on Islamic 

piety by ‘Abd ’Allāh b. Muhammad b. ‘Abd `al-Salām best known by his sobriquet 

Thiqah or Suka( Ahmed 60).  

 

Furthermore, the eighteenth century witnessed an increase in the production of 

didactic poems. For instance, Shaykh `Abd `al-Rahmān `al-Barnāwī wrote many 

jurisprudential works in verse while Tahir b. ’Ibrāhīm ’al-Fallāti wrote his own 

works on both religious and language studies(Yahya 178,185).  Shaykh ‘Abd ’al-

Rahmān ’al-Barnāwī (d. 1755)  wrote Shurb ’al-zulāl,  a one hundred and twenty-

three verse poem on Islamic jurisprudence (Bivar and Hiskett 118).According to 

Hunwick (215) ’Al-Barnāwī could also be credited with  ’al-Kawkab ’al-durrī fī 

nazm mā jā’ fī ’al-’akhdarī, a verisification of an original prose work written  by a 

north African scholar of the sixteenth century ‘Abd ’al-Rahmān ’al-’Akhdarī. Some 

other prominent contributors to didactic   writings during that century included 

Shaykh Tāhir b. ’Ibrāhīm ’al-Fallātī (d. 1776) whose writings embraced both 

religious and language studies. To the credit of this scholar were ’al-Manzūmah 

’al-kubrā, a one hundred and thirty line versification of ’Abū ‘Abd ’Allāh 

Muhammad b. Yūsuf Shua‘yb ’al-Sunūsī’s ‘Aqīdat ‘ahl ’al-tawhīd and ’al-durar 

’al-lawāmi‘ which comprises seven hundred and ninety-eight lines based on 

Lāmiyat ‘al-’af‘āl of Ibn Mālik, a very popular treatise on morphology among 

West African scholars (Jamiu 8). The pre-nineteenth century Arabic literature and 

that of the Jihād of Ibn Fūdī in the nineteenth century concentrated mainly on 

didactic works with religious undertone.     

 

The nineteenth century also witnessed an upsurge in the production of didactic 

works not only in prose but also in verse with the emergence of the reformist 

Fulani scholars. Shaykh ‘Uthmān b. Fūdī (d.1817), his brother ‘Abd ’Allāh (d. 

1826) and his son Muhammad Bello (d. 1837) on the Arabic literary scene. They 

contributed a great deal of didactic works to linguistics, historical and religious 

studies. Abubakre (317) observes that the participation of Yoruba `Ulamā’ in the 

cultivation of this genre which was pioneered by ’Ahmad b. ’Abūbakri, Omo-

Ikokoro of Ilorin, with his ’Iltiqāt ’al-mutūn min khamsat funūn was a by-product 

of the textbooks available unto them in the process of teaching and learning of 

Arabic education and its allied disciplines. Also notable is the influence of the 

literary heritage of the nineteenth century Hausaland on these ‘Ulamā’. 
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Didactictism occupies a pride of place within the educational system of Yoruba 

‘Ulamā’ and indeed Ikirun in particular, considering the significant contributions 

of its ‘Ulamā’ to this genre. Their didactic contributions are predominantly in 

poetry with significant volumes also in prose. They did not dabble into 

versification of prose writings.        

 

Islam is the main subject matter of the didactic writings of Ikirun ‘Ulamā’ 

especially their poetry. Aspects covered in their poems include theology, morality, 

jurisprudence and general exhortations. None of their poems embraces language 

studies. This is probably because language studies is a highly specialised and 

technical area which does not leave much room for innovative interpretations and 

display of narrative capabilities as do areas like history, religious studies or even 

letter-writing(Yahya  176). The only didactic writing on language studies so far 

discovered in the town is in prose and the writing is reviewed briefly in this paper. 

 

Few of the didactic poems identified by Folorunsho (78-88) in Ikirun are the 

following  

1.Qasīdat hamidtu ’Allāh composed  by ’Ahmad Tijānī Salāh ’al-Dīn (103 

lines) 

2.Fā`īdatun ‘amīmah fī’al-’indhār wa’al-’irshād composed by ‘Abd `al-

Rashīd Muhammad Jāmi‘ (140 lines, comprising 28 Qit‘ah of 5 lines 

each). 

3.Khudh `al-nasīhah composed by ’Ahmad Tijānī Salāh ’al-Dīn (75 lines) 

4.’Al-Hiwār composed by Mustafā  Jumu‘ah Adewale (18 lines) 

5.Qasīdat Allahu lī composed by ’Ahmad Tijānī Salāh `al-Dīn (70 lines ) 

6.’Al-Qasīdat ’al-’irshādiyyah  composed by ’Ishāq ’Abd-’al-‘Azīz Faya 

(16 lines) 

7.Nasīh ‘al-’ikhwān composed  by ’Ahmad Tijānī Salāh `al-Dīn (40 lines) 

8.Sh‘r ’al-wa‘ z wa ’al-’irshād  composed by Bashīr  Mustafā  Hasan (32 

lines) 

9.Natā`i j ’ al-’ijtihādiyyah fī ’irshād ’al-sibyān wa`al-shaykhān (sic)of 

’Ismā‘īl Muhibb `al- Dīn (140 lines,  comprising 28-Qit’ah of 5 lines each). 

 

Didactic Prose Writings 

 

Abrams and Harpham   (79) expand the scope of didacticism to all writings that are 

instructive, either in prose or in verses. According to them: 

The adjective ‘didactic’ which means 

‘intended to give instruction’ is applied to 

works of literature that are designed to 

expound a branch of knowledge, or else to 

embody,in imaginative or fictional form, a 

moral, religious or philosophical  doctrine 

or theme. 
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 While discussing the cultivation of didacticism in the Arabic works in Yorubaland 

, greater attention is always paid to their poetry probably because they have more 

didactic poems than prose works. Hunwick (215) has categorized Arabic scholarly 

writings, especially the Arabic prose in Nigeria into a number of broad categories; 

research and teaching (didactic), polemical, devotional and secular. An observation 

of the Arabic literary productions of  Ikirun ‘Ulamā’ shows their significant 

contributions to all the listed categories. Their prose writings falling under research 

and teaching include Misbāh ’Al-Zamān li ’l- ’akābir  wa ’l-ghilmān by ’Ismā‘īl 

Nibrās ’Al-’Adab b. Yūsuf, Miftāh ’l-Hadīth by Mustafā Zughūl b. ’al-Sunūsī and 

’Al-Mawrid ’Al-‘Adhb fī  fann ’Al-‘Arūd wa ’l-Qāfiyah by Bashīr Mustafā Hasan. 

Others in this category are Masājid nayjiriyyah tahta ’al-’adwā’  ’al-kāshifah and  

’Al-Tall ’Al-Muballal, both by Mustafā Jumu‘ah Adewale and ’Ibrāhīm Jumu‘ah 

Adewale’s Tashīl ’Al-Su‘ūbāt  fī  ‘Ilm ’Al-Mīrāth. Under this category are also 

’Āmantu bi-llah by Yūnus ’al-Sunūsī, Tazyīn ’Al-Nadwah by Muhibb Allah ‘Ali 

Shi’th and ’Al-Fawz ’Al-Kabīr fī ‘Ulūm ’Al-Tasfīr by Hamzah Husayn ’Al-Dahhāk. 

Five of the didactic prose works of  Shaykh Ya‘qūb ’al-Mukhtār are ’Al-Sab‘ ’Al-

Mathānī, Mawā ‘iz  balīghah  min  Zabūr Sayyidinā Dāwūd, Khamsūna Farīdah, 

Nahy ’Al-Nāhīn, and Hidāyat ’al-muta‘abbidīn (Folorunsho 78-88).  

We have selected two of these writings, namely Miftāh ’l-Hadīth by Mustafā 

Zughūl b. ’al-Sunūsī and ’Al-Mawrid ’Al-‘Adhb fī  fann ’Al-‘Arūd wa ’l-Qāfiyah by 

Bashīr Mustafā Hasan for  review in this paper. 

 

Miftāh ’al-hadīth of Mustafa Zughlūl ’al-Sunūsī  

 

It is a 62-page work written in fine Arabic prose on the technique of  Hadīth 

criticism and verification by Shaykh Mustafā Zughlūl ʼAl-Sunūsī, an Ikirun-born 

erudite scholar and prolific writer, who established the famous citadel of Arabic 

and Islamic learning known as Dāru-d-daʻwah waʼl-ʼIrshād in Isolo,Lagos. It 

contains a foreword, introduction, eleven chapters and a bibliography. It was 

published by Dār Lubnān at Beirut  in 1967.His approach in the work is historical, 

giving a deeper insight into the growth of ‘Ilm ’al- hadīth. Commenting on the 

work, Abubakre (318) says:  

This work, entitled miftāhu ’al- hadīth, 

is nearly an exhaustive study of the 

biographies of the major authorities and 

sources of hadith literature in sunni 

Islam, and it is written tersely in just 

sixty-two pages . 

 

  Of all the Arabic prose writings from Ikirun, especially the ones falling under the 

teaching and research category, this is the only text written in conformity with a 

school syllabus as stressed by the author who was a tutor at Markaz ’al-ta‘līm ’al-

‘arabī ’al-’islamī, established by Shaykh ʼAdam Abdullah ʼAl-ʼIlūrī in Agege, 

when the text was published. In the introduction, the author writes; 
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I compiled it as a prescribed text 

particularly for the students of 

secondary classes at Markaz ’al-ta‘līm 

’al-‘arabī ’al-’islamī, at Agege, 

Nigeria and for the seekers of 

knowledge in general. I pray the 

Almighty to make it an illuminating 

lamp from which the old and young 

seekers of ‘ilm ’al-hadīth will benefit ( 

’Al-Sunūsī   7). 
 

Hadīth, being the second source of Islamic jurisprudence, the knowledge of its 

growth and development is indispensable towards a proper grasp of the teaching of 

Islam. The book portrays the author’s wide exposition to history, the knowledge of 

which he effectively manipulates to establish his submissions. His thorough 

grounding in Arabic language is also evidenced in the freedom of his expression 

from obscurities and effective usage of the language. 

 

Miftāh ’al-hadīth is divided into eleven chapters. The first chapter is introductory. 

It features the definition of technical terms associated with the science of hadīth 

such as ‘Ilm ’al-riwāyah ,‘Ilm ’al-dirāayah, ’al-Khabar,’al-Sanad,’al-Musnad, ’al-

Jarh wa’al- ta‘dīl and designations of hadith transmitters. The second chapter 

traces the evolution and growth of hadīth. According to the author, the compilation 

of hadīth was initiated by Caliph ‘Umar b. ‘Abd ’al-‘Azīz, about a hundred years 

after the death of the Prophet through an order given to ’Imam ’al-Zuhrī 

Muhammad b. Shihāb. The third chapter examines the contributions of the 

Prophet’s companions, to the growth of the science of hadīth. Two categories of 

sahābah were identified, the muqillūn (those who transmitted less than one 

thousand ’ahādith) and the mukthirūn (those who transmitted more than one 

thousand ’ahādith). Of the first category were  ’Abūbakri ’al-Siddīq, ‘Umar b. ’al-

Khattāb, ‘Uthmān b. ‘Affān and ‘Alī b. ‘Abī Tālib. Seven of the sahābah featured 

under the second category were ’Abū Hurayrah, ‘Abd Allāh b. ‘Umar, ’Anas b. 

Mālik, ‘Abd ’Allāh b. ‘Abbās, ’Abū Sa‘īd ’al-Khudrī and Jābir b. ‘Abd ’Allāh. The 

fourth chapter focuses on the role of tābi‘ūn (successors to the sahābah), in the 

documentation and preservation of hadīth. Of these, Sa‘īd b. Musayyib, ’Uways 

’al-Qarnī,’al-Hasan ’al-Basrī, Ibn. Shihāb ’al-Zuhrī, ’Ibn. ’al-Nakh‘ī, ‘Urwah b. 

Zubayr and Muhammad b. Sirīn were acknowledged for their invaluable 

contributions.   

 

In the fifth chapter, the author discusses the lives and contributions of the founders 

of the four schools of Islamic jurisprudence to ‘Ilm ’al- hadīth. The sixth chapter is 

also historical and it traces the life and career, as well as the character of the 

various persons constituting the links in the chains of different transmitted hadīth. 

Chapter seven is devoted to the six canonical collections known as ’al-Sihāh ’al-
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sittah. In addition to the biographical accounts of the compilers of these 

collections, their roles are also examined. Miftāh ’al- hadīth shows that these men 

obviously used a critical technique of selection to decide what they would include 

and what they would not. Their purpose was to assemble a body of traditions, 

which would serve as a rule of life for practising Muslims, so their primary interest 

was in selecting such traditions as would give clear guidance to the Muslims (Doi 

14). Chapter eight discusses the lexicons written on hadīth. ’Arba‘ūn hadīthan, 

‘the forty hadīth  is discussed in chapter  nine while the transmitters whose names 

featured in the forty hadīth were assessed in the tenth chapter. Scholars have 

divided the hadīth into three categories according to the degree of their reliability. 

This classification is the main focus of the eleventh chapter. It discusses the three 

classification of hadīth, namely sahīh (sound) hasan (good) and da‘īf (weak). 

 

’Al-Mawrid ’al-‘adhb fī fann ’al-‘arūd wa ’al-qāfiyah of Bashīr  Mustafā  

Hasan  

 

This work is a 58-page didactic work on ’al-‘Arūd (Arabic prosody) authored by 

Shaykh Bashīr Mustafā Hasan. It is selected for review because it is the only 

published prose text devoted to the teaching of Arabic metrics so far discovered in 

Ikirun.. Al-Mawrid was designed to be in two volumes.  

 

The first volume used for the present study was published in 1996 by ’Al-Maktab 

’al-‘arabī li ’al-khattāt wa ’al-tibā‘ah, Osogbo, while the second volume had not 

been published as at the time of completion of this paper. It contains an 

introduction, fifteen chapters and a conclusion. Stressing the motive for writing of 

this book, the author states; 

I wrote it (the book) having noted the 

lukewarm attitude of learners to this 

discipline in spite of its simplicity. I have 

simplified it with citation of appropriate 

illustrations, using simple Arabic 

expression (Hasan  2) 

 

The work is divided into an introduction, fifteen short chapters and a conclusion. 

The motive for the writing of the book is the focus of the introduction. There, the 

author claims that the need to simplify this branch of Arabic studies inspired him to 

write the book. The first chapter is also introductory. It defines ’al-‘Arūd (prosody) 

and explains the benefits that could be derived from learning and mastering it. The 

second chapter examines the evolution of prosody, tracing it to Khalīl b. ’Ahmad 

’al-Farāhīdī in the eighth century. He argues that though some sources affirm that 

the composition of Arabic poems predated the period of  Khalīl b. ’Ahmad ’al-

Farāhīdī, yet the credit of laying down the metrical rules goes to ’al-Farāhīdī, 

whose codification of these metres since the eighth century has remained 

substantially unchanged.     
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Khalīl b. ’Ahmad  ’al-Farāhīdī, the precursor of Arabic prosody established fifteen 

metres, while ’Abū ’al-Hasan Sa‘īd b. Mas‘adah ’al-’Akhfash added the sixteenth. 

The components of these metres are discussed in the third chapter. In the fourth 

chapter, the discussion centres on how Arabic poem could be composed in 

consonance with the prosodic metres, citing appropriate illustrations. Some 

prosodic terms such as ’al-Bayt - verse of poem, ’al-Shatr -  an hemistich or half- 

line (each verse of a normal poem consists of two hemistiches), ’al-Sadr - (i.e. the 

first hemistich), ’al-‘Ajuz – (i.e.  the second hemistich), ’al-‘Arūd - the last foot of 

the first hemistich and ’al-Qāfiyah - the rhyme or the last foot of the second 

hemistich, are examined in  the fifth chapter.  

    

The sixth chapter treats metrical variations and irregularities that can affect  the 

soundness of lines consequent upon the alteration of the metres. Types of verses 

are briefly mentioned in chapter seven while the eighth chapter centres on Darūrāt 

’al-shi‘r,( poetic licences). It discusses such unavoidable errors in poetical poetry 

which may arise when a poet is constrained, by the exigencies of metre or rhyme, 

to make some slight changes (Wright 373).  

    

The sixteen classical metres feature in chapter nine. Chapters ten to fifteen treat six 

of these metres namely ’al-Tawīl, ’ al-Madīd, ’al-Basīt, ’al-Wāfir, ’al-Kāmil and 

’al-Hazaj in that order. While the remaining ten metres are expected  to be treated 

in the second volume, the ones treated here are illustrated with relevant samples. 

The book is brought to an end with a conclusion, raising the hope of the readers on 

getting the remaining metres in the second volume, which has remained 

unpublished as at the time of preparation of this paper. 

 

Conclusion  

         

As one of the prominent battlefields during the period of the internecine wars in 

Yorubaland, Ikirun has often been  viewed by historians mainly from its position as 

a fortress. Its position as the fortress of Ibadan army against the incursion of Fulani 

warriors into Yorubaland during the Sokoto Jihād of the 19th century acquired a 

great status for it in Yoruba history. This paper has revealed the status of Ikirun as 

a great centre of Arabic literary scholarship in Yorubaland. It established the fact 

that rather than being a mere military fortress, Ikirun could be seen as a rendezvous 

of literary ‘Ulamā’ with immense contributions to litrerary activities Yorubaland. 

The contributions of these ‘Ulamā’ embraced variety of genres out of which the 

didactics engaged our attention in this paper. 
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İkirun da Ərəb Ədəbiyyat (Cənubi-Qərbi Nigeriya): 

Didaktizm  üçün  "Ulamâ" tendensiyasının araşdırılması 

 

 

Mikail Adebisi Folorunsho 

Osun  Dövlət Universiteti, Nigeriya 

 

 

 

         
Ədəbiyyat tənqidçiləri, indiyə qədər Yorubalandakı Ərəb  elminin inkişafının 

formalaşmasında   İkirun Ulamanın (ərəb alimlərinin)  roluna  az diqqət 
ayırmışdılar. Məqalədə  İkirun 'Ulamâ' alimlərinin yaratdığı ədəbi əsərlərinə diqqət 

yetirilərək, onların didaktik yazı tərzləri araşdırılmışdır.  Eyni zamanda  Ərəb 

ədəbiyyatının inkişaf yollarını müəyyən edən sosial və mədəni faktorları 
incələnərək, qəsəbədə toplanılan Ərəbcə əl yazmaları tənqidi şəkildə həm tarixi, 

həm də  kontekstli metodlarla işlənilmişdir. Məzmun analizli metod ədəbi əsərlərin  

yazılarının mövzusunu araşdırmaq üçün istifadə edilmişdir. Məqalə  İkirun 
Ulamanın  xüsusilə də dini  dərslərdə,  tarixi ekspozisiyayada, əxlaq və dil 

dərslərində istifadə olunan didaktizmə böyük qatqı göstərdiyini  ortaya qoymuşdur 

.Sanki bir hərbi qala olmaqdan başqa, Ərəb əsərləri də onu sübut edir ki, İkirun 

Yorubalanda Ərəb elminin böyük mərkəzidir. 
 

Açar sözlər: Ərəb əsərləri, didaktizm , ədəbiyyat, Ulama, İkirun, Yorubaland  
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РЕЗЮМЕ 

 

Арабская литература Икируна (Юго-Западная Нигерия): 

Исследование тенденции «Улама» для дидактизма 

 

 

Майкл Адегиси Фолораншо 

Университет Осун, Нигерия 
 
 

Критики литературы уделяли мало внимания роли Усмана Улама (арабских 

ученых) в развитии арабской науки в Йоруба. Статья посвящена 

литературным произведениям, созданным учеными Улама и их 
дидактическими образами  письма. В то же время социальные и культурные 

факторы, определяющие развитие арабского алфавита, арабские рукописи, 

собранные в поселении, были критически проанализированы как 
историческими, так и контекстуальными методами. Для изучения предмета 

литературных произведений использовался метод анализа содержания.  

 
В статье подчеркивается, что Улугин внес большой вклад в религиоведы, 

особенно религиозные уроки, исторические экспозиции, мораль и уроки 

языка. Наряду с тем, что арабская армии являлась военной армией, Йоруба - 

это арабский научный центр. 
 

Ключевые слова: арабские произведения, дидактика, литература, Улама, 

Икирун, Йорубаланд 


